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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Rodolfo Santana! (Pre-K) Rodolfo is such a charming scholar that he has learned 52 letters and their sounds in Spanish 

and he can read. He is loving and considerate with his classmates. ~B. Lambert 

 Jeremiah Vargas! (Pre-K) Jeremiah is such a hard worker and always ready to learn. He comes into class every day 

with a positive attitude and completes our everyday morning routines without any reminders. Thank you Jeremiah for 

being a star student! ~A. Yeager  

 Daniel Alfaro Mueller! (Kinder) Daniel set a goal for himself and achieved it. I am so pleased with his progress! Keep 

up the great work Daniel! ~A. Harrison 

 Bryan Rivera! (Kinder) Bryan is one of our newest students in the classroom. He is such a sweet student who is always 

ready to learn. ~M. Meza  

 Ariana Membreno! Ariana is a sweetheart, always willing to give a helping hand. Her smile brightens up the classroom. 

Thank you Ariana! ~M. Meza  

First Grade 

 Javier Martinez! Javier has been a great student in my class. He works well with others, and always uses our 

classroom procedures. ~R. Johnson  

 Josue Calix! Josue is a great example to his fellow students on working hard on a concept until he understands it. 

Josue never gives up! ~A. Thompson 

 Jaely Romero! Jaely has worked hard all week to know her math facts. Now she is a ninja fact star. Great job Jaely! I 

am proud to be your teacher. ~R. Johnson 
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 Ana Lopez, Fabian Alexander Arenas, Ashlyn Lizbeth Bustillos-Castro, Cecilia Janeth Carcamo, Brandon Omar 

Castillo Munoz, Jayden Flores, William Lopez, Angela Reyes-Rodriguez, Pablo Salamanca, Mario Adahir! All of my 

students have progressed in all classes since starting here at PB! They work very hard and are always excited to tell 

me what they have learned in class. They are caring and loving to their peers and teachers. We are blessed to have 

them in our class. ~G. McCalope 

 Sofia Ticas! Sofia never gives up! She works really hard every day in both her kindergarten and first grade 

environments! ~A. Thompson    

Second Grade 

 Jesus Hernandez! Jesus exemplifies a STAR student by his determination to work hard in the classroom each day! He 

is always asking for extra practice work and participates in class discussions. Thank you Jesus for being YOU! ~S. Hunt  

 Hector Madrid! Hector is a star student for his outstanding performance in math. ~A. Wilder  

 Lady Fuentes! Lady has been improving showing her strategies in math! ~A. Wilder  

Third Grade 

 Elizabeth Puac! Elizabeth is extremely respectful and responsible. She is also willing to learn something new. She is a 

joy to have in the class, and always willing to assist a peer when needed. ~J. Narvaez 

 Bernardo Guzman!  Bernardo is a wonderful addition to my class. He is kind and helpful. Bernardo is a bright student 

and a leader in the classroom. He sets a positive example for his peers and other students. I am so lucky that I got to 

be his teacher. ~R. Fojtasek 

 Keiry Garcia Del Cid!  Keiry is a great student to have in class. She is a hard worker, helps others, participates in 

discussions, and is an all-around great student! Keep up the great work, Keiry!! ~S. Dawson 

 Anahi Saldana!  Anahi is a wonderful teacher helper and is always quick on her feet to complete tasks around the 

room! She enjoys helping her teacher and friends out. ~S. Hunt  
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 Helieny Albanez! Helieny tries her hardest each day she comes to school. When we are working she is always on task. 

She is kind to her classmates in class and on the playground. I love having her in my class. ~R. Fojtasek  

 Jairo Vazquez! Jairo is such a great student and helps all the time in class. He is an excellent role model and I love 

having him in class! ~S. Dawson  

Fourth Grade 

Fifth Grade 

 Ricardo Izquierdo! Ricardo is very helpful and helps the teacher pass out papers and items to students. ~F. Kornn 

 Jezebel Jantes! Jezebel is always very respectful and is very helpful during class. ~F. Kornn   


